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From symmetry emerges rich phenomena
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How do those fit together?
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Gluon physics: then and now
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logbook: gluon discovery

This collision event recorded
in 1979,

provided the first evidence of the gluon, the carrier 
of the strong nuclear force. Recorded as event 13177 
of run 447 of the TASSO experiment at the
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY), the
graphic shows three jets of particles produced 
in an electron-positron collision.

At the time of this measurement, electron-positron
experiments regularly observed two-jet events. They
indicate the annihilation of the two incoming particles
and the subsequent creation of a quark and an anti-
quark, both of which result in particle jets. If the
energy of the collision is sufficiently large, either the
quark or the antiquark can emit excess energy in

form of a gluon, which also produces a particle jet
in the same plane as the two other jets. Only at high
energies, the gluon jet appears as a distinct third jet. 

Physicists Sau Lan Wu and Georg “Haimo”
Zobernig developed and programmed a method to
search for such planar three-jet events among the
TASSO data. At low collision energies, their searches
produced no results. But when DESY’s PETRA
accelerator began to produce collisions at 27.4 GeV,
they succeeded. A week later, Bjørn Wiik pre-
sented this first event on behalf of the TASSO col-
laboration at a physics conference in Bergen,
Norway. Shortly thereafter, on June 26, 1979, Wu
and Zobernig distributed the above figure in their
internal TASSO Note No. 84. Kurt Riesselmann
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Gluon contriubtion to 
momentum, mass, spin?
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The proton spin budget
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The proton spin budget
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!g(x,Q2) = g+(x,Q2)! g!(x,Q2)

g+ :

g! :

x = gluon momentum fraction
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A surprise in the budget
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A surprise in the budget
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• Non. Relativistic quark  model
- ΔΣ = 1 (a la Griffiths)

• Relativistic quark model
- ΔΣ ≈ 0.75 

• Ellis-Jaffe sum rule
- ΔΣ ≈ 0.60
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A surprise in the budget

6

• Non. Relativistic quark  model
- ΔΣ = 1 (a la Griffiths)

• Relativistic quark model
- ΔΣ ≈ 0.75 

• Ellis-Jaffe sum rule
- ΔΣ ≈ 0.60

• quarks: 30% of 1/2 (?!) 
- u:  +70%
- d:   -40%

• Sea quarks? L ?
• ⇒ gluons
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Picking gluons from the Partonic tree
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Picking gluons from the Partonic tree
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Picking gluons from the Partonic tree
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quark

gluon

time

quark

photon
aligned aligned

anti-aligned aligned

vs.

Ratio of cross sections 
“aligned” vs. “anti-aligned” 
probes how gluons are 
spinning in the proton

(i) High Energy collisions of (ii) polarized protons and 
(iii) a world class detector
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The observable and expectations
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pure h = +1
DIS Best Fit

net zero
pure h = -1
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The observable and expectations
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pure h = +1
DIS Best Fit

net zero
pure h = -1

ALL =
!++ ! !+!

!++ + !+!

gluon hypothesis + pQCD => Asymmetrty Prediction
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The observable and expectations
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Preparing for the hunt
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• Measure quark, gluon contribution to proton spin
- q well constrained by previous DIS measurements
- g wide open and requires a new approach: p+p, DIS++

• Staged analysis of various channels
- p+p → jets
- p+p → γ + jet
- p+p → charm, bottom

• First measure cross sections
- under control experimentally and theoretically at NLO

• Then measure asymmetries
- NLO QCD + phenomenology → extract Δg, ΔΣ

Required 
Luminosity
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The RHIC Complex
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STAR

PHENIX

PHOBOS

BRAHMS

The RHIC Complex
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The RHIC complex
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The RHIC complex
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Spin Rotators
(transverse/
longitudinal)

STAR IR

RHIC polarimeters

Siberian 
Snakes

Siberian 
Snakes

PHENIX IR

• 100 GeV proton beams
• Each bunch filled with a distinct 
polarization state
• Spin Rotators at STAR IR allow for 
transverse and longitudinal spin 
orientation
• Bunch Xings every 120 ns
• CNI polarimeters  + Hydrogen Jet 
=>run by run polarization

      Renee Fatemi             Wayne State University Nuclear Seminar 16

Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider

                            

Spin Rotators
(transverse/
longitudinal)

STAR IR

RHIC polarimeters

Siberian 
Snakes

Siberian 
Snakes

PHENIX IR

• 100 GeV beam proton beams

• Each bunch filled with a distinct

polarization state

• Spin Rotators at STAR IR allow

for transverse and longitudinal

spin orientation

• Bunch Xings every 100-200ns

• CNI polarimeters  + Hydrogen

Jet target provide run by run &

absolute polarization

8.5 / 10.23.1 /  0.10.4 / 00.3 / 0.250 / 0.3Lint    [pb-1 ] at STAR (L/T)

30166 62Lmax [ 1030 s-1cm-2 ]

60

 2006

45-5040-453015< Polarization> %

2005200420032002pp Run Year

…worlds 1st       Collider  

! 

r 
p 
r 
p 

Jim Simons
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The STAR collaboration
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~500 people
~15 nations

gluon spin:
30-40 FTEs
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 A taste of the challenges
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TPC readout 40 µs  & 107 ns crossing⇒ 
massive pileup

Find this In something 
like this

•Steady lumi progess
•EMCal late addition
•No HCal

Significant challenges to overcome, MIT key player
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 Jet Reconstruction at STAR
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Corrections to measured jets critical for physics bottom line

• charged tracks + EMCal
• “particle-flow” - like
• midpoint-cone algorithm
• detailed corrections for non-
perturbative effects
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 Unpolarized inclusive jet cross section
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Combined MB

Combined HT

NLO QCD (Vogelsang)

NLO + Nonperturbative

Systematic uncertainty
Theory scale uncertainty
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STAR (hep-ex/0608030) 

Excellent agreement 
with theory

➡Robust 
measurement

➡Data analyzable via 
perturbative QCD
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Our best asymmetry measurement yet

• Precision asymmetry measurements at a polarized hadron collider using jets

• Systematics 1-5 x10-3 => still statistically limited

• NLO pQCD with different assumptions for spinning glue
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Closing in on the spinning glue
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• Previously ruled out large and positive (DIS + early RHIC)

• Now clearly rule out large and negative

• Now rule out “GRSV-std” at 99% CL

• Reject ΔG < -0.7 with 90% CL

GRSV std
uncertainty
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So what would this mean?

• At Q2 = 1 GeV2 
- seems that gluon does not make large contribution

• What are theoretical uncertainties?
- e.g., assumption on shape of gluon distribution 

- => di-jet (RHIC 2008), photon-jet, heavy flavor (RHIC++)

• If this holds, focus shifts to quark angular momentum
- natural in relativistic quark model

- calculable on the lattice

- can be measured in e+p scattering
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So what would this mean?
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time

....

....

Experiment Theory

hep-ph/0709.4067
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The next steps
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• polarized p+p@RHIC → staged attack on the gluon
1. Directly constrained Δg via jets, di-jets
2. Map  x-dependence of Δg
3. Precision measurement with photon + jet

• Now beginning new era of phenomenology/calculation
- global fits @NLO using 
- preliminary lattice calculations

• RHIC++ era → precision attack on Δg and ΔΣ
- 0.5 TeV running
- Electroweak channels
- Potential Beyond SM physics

• But experiment is pushing this field forward!
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 Future directions: Tracking Upgrade
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APS Pixel
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Si Strips + APV25
(MIT)

GEM + APV25
(MIT, Yale, ANL)

~70 µm holes
SBIR(II) Tech Etch Inc. / MIT

55Fe

~30 cm
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Some of the new MIT faces in QCD
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Our best asymmetry measurement yet

• Precision asymmetry measurements at a polarized hadron collider

• NLO pQCD with different assumptions for spinning glue
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pQCD
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Translated to confidence levels

28

Models of large positive gluon helicity clearly ruled out
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Translated to confidence levels
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Models of large positive gluon helicity clearly ruled out

• Suppose best value 
between blue and 
black line

➡At Q2=1 GeV2, 
spin budget closed 
by quarks, gluons
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